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Executive Summary
This paper presents an application of stochastic risk factor approach to model the
non-maturing deposits and it sketches a benchmark framework to assess the
related expected profitability and the liquidity and duration risks of a bank
compared with the rest of the economic system it works within. More specifically,
we calibrate the model to system data for sight deposits of the Italian banking
industry, available from the public statistical data base of Banca d’Italia, spanning
over a long period of time that includes the Euro Crisis. The approach is applied
to both retail and corporate customers, and it considers their different behaviour
based on the size of their deposit. It allows for i) an integrated modelling of the
market interest rates, creditworthiness of the bank and evolution of the deposits’
volume; ii) stochastic risk factors driving deposits’ rates and volume; iii) unified
and consistent measurement of the interest rate risk and the liquidity; iv) negative
interest rates, both at inception and in the future; v) the evaluation of optionalities
such as the zero floor on the deposits rates; vi) stress testing for ALM purposes.
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A Benchmark Framework
for Non Maturing Deposits:
An Application to Public Data
Available from Banca d’Italia
Antonio Castagna

Antonio Scaravaggi

I

n this paper we apply and extend the analysis in Castagna and Mistè [7], by showing how the
framework that has been adopted therein can be used as a benchmark tool by single banks
and by Supervisors.
A renewed attention to the modelling of non-maturing liabilities has arisen after the publication
of a consultative document [1] by the Basel Committee, and eventually of the new standards [2]
on the measurement and the management of the Interest Rate Risk of the Banking Book (IRRBB).
Moreover, it must be stressed that the Supervisor may also run stress-test exercises specifically
designed for the interest rate risk of the banking book,1 with a strong attention on the modelling
assumptions and the results related to the behavioural models.
For these reasons, we think it is useful to design a robust, unified, and forward-looking framework that can be used as a benchmark to assess the liquidity risk, interest rate exposure, and the
profitability of this class of liabilities for the banking industry. The framework can be calibrated
by the Supervisor to available system data: in this work we will be focussing our attention on
public data on sight deposit available from Banca d’Italia for the Italian banking system. Similar
calibration can be performed for other countries.
As for the analysis in Castagna and Mistè [7], first, we disentangle the data by identifying two
types of depositors, namely: corporate and retail. Second, we classify the data for each type of
depositors in five categories according to the amount of the single deposit. In this way, we will be
able to detect how the two types of depositors, in each category, react to the changing of the risk
factors. Therefore, we will analyse 8 different clusters of depositors.
We will assess the expected profitability of the sight deposit accounts through the computation
of the Economic Value; additionally, we will calculate the Duration of the deposits’ volume, a
measure related to interest rate risk; and finally we will compute the Weighted Average Life and
the Term Structure of Liquidity, at several percentile levels, as measures of the liquidity risk useful
to assess the stability of the deposits’ volume. All these metrics will be defined in a way consistent
with their use as a benchmarking tool by the Supervisors.

1.

Overview of the Approach

The main idea of the framework we present, is that the deposits’ volume and interest rates
depend on stochastic risk factors. The dependencies are estimated by standard econometric techniques; then, these dependencies can be used to simulate the future evolution of the deposits so as

1 See

the press release [11] and the presentation [12] on the ECB’s website.
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FIGURE 1: The Stochastic (Risk) Factor approach framework.

to compute a range of metrics and measures for risk management purposes and for profitability
monitoring.2
The approach is made of four building blocks: the first two blocks are market driven stochastic
risk factors, and the last two blocks are the variables directly we wish to analyse. More specifically,
in the implementation of the framework, we have:
• The market interest rates;
• The creditworthiness of the average Italian bank, for which we use a 5Y CDS (credit default
swap) index as a proxy (see below for the details);
• The deposits’ interest rates;
• the deposits’ volume.
The entire framework can be sketched as in Figure 1. The historical data for the risk factors, the
deposit rate, and deposit volume are fed to the calibration engine: the models are calibrated in a
nested fashion. First, we estimate the model for the deposit interest rate, which depends on the
two stochastic risk factors, i.e.: the market risk-free (short-term) interest rate and the CDS index,
representing the credit riskiness of the banking industry. Secondly, we estimate the model for
deposit volume, which in turn depends on the market interest rate, the deposit interest rate, and
the CDS index. Finally, the dynamics of the two stochastic risk factors, i.e.: the market interest rate
and the CDS index, are calibrated to their historical time series. The two risk factors do not depend
on any other variables.
Once the calibration is performed, the models can be used to simulate future paths of all the
variables: also in this case, the paths are generated in a sort of nested fashion. More specifically, the
two risk factors are projected by Montecarlo simulations: the values in each path are input in the
dynamics of the deposit interest rate, so as to produce a Montecarlo simulation for it too. Finally,
the two risk factors and the deposit interest rate simulated in each path are input into the dynamics
of the deposit volume, to obtain a Montecarlo simulation.
Hence, the simulation of a (high) number of paths yields a distribution for the relevant market
risk factors and the deposits’ interest rate and volume. This allows to compute useful quantities for
the profitability monitoring and risk management, such as the Economic Value, the Term Structure
of Liquidity, the Duration and the Weighted Average Life, which will all be described in the following. The approach can be even employed to generate a consistent scenario analysis, where one
can assume some levels for the risk factors that, in turn, will provide the evolution of the deposit
interest rate and volume, and the corresponding values of all the metrics we have just mentioned.
2 The

approach is not very different, in spirit, from the one adopted in some other studies; for a very short and incomplete list, we mention the works by Jarrow and Van Deventer [14], Kalkbrener and Willing [15], Dewachter, Lyrio and Maes
[10], Nystrom [16] and Blochlinger [3]. For a more general overview, see also Castagna and Fede, chapter 9, [6].
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FIGURE 2: The Basel Standard approach framework.

The approach we present is rather different from the approach typically followed within banks,
which is also implicitly alluded to by the new Basel documents on IRBBB ([1] and [2]), and which
for this reason we refer to as the Basel standard approach. We sketch the framework of this
approach in Figure 2: the data base of historical data is basically the same, even though only
the short term market interest rate is considered as a risk factor, and no variable related to the
creditworthiness of the bank is taken into account.
The dynamics for the deposit volume is in an exogenous way superimposed (e.g.: a Geometric
Brownian Motion), without any dependence on the market and the deposit interest rates: for this
dynamics, often after removing the drift, the volatility parameter is historically estimated. Then,
given the volatility of the time series, the deposit volume at the reference date is separated in
a volatile and a stable component. The former is kept in a liquidity buffer, whereas the latter is
subsequently divided in a non-core component, allocated in a rolling short-term investment, and
a core component invested in a portfolio of medium-long term bonds, based on the amortisation
profile derived by a stressed profile of the deposit volume’s dynamics, for example projecting in
the future the volume at a 2.65 time the volatility level, up to a predefined cut-off time. The core
and non-core components are determined according to the sensitivity of the deposit interest rate to
the market interest rate.
This approach is more simplified than the SF approach, since it does not consider the future
distribution of stochastic risk factors and their impact on the evolution of deposits’ volume and
rate. Actually, within this framework, only one risk factor is considered, i.e.: the short term market
interest rate, which affects just the level of the deposit rate, even though only the forward market
rate curve prevailing at the reference rate is considered.
As such, the approach does not allow for a proper evaluation of the profitability of the sight
deposits, nor it provides risk metrics that include more risk factors (e.g.: the creditworthiness of
the bank) and their effects on the deposit’s volume and rate. Moreover, within its framework, a
scenario analysis can be run on a limited basis since the volume does not depend on any market
variable, so that the projected decline would be the same in any rates’ environment.
Basically, the standard approach is made of two separate modelling, i.e.: the volume and the
deposits’ interest rate, and there is no interrelation whatsoever between the two models. The
deposit interest rates are strongly linked to the market rates and this link is used also to determine
the core/non-core split of the stable amount: this may create some insensible results in the current
low (or even negative) market interest rate environment.
The SF approach tries to remedy at the weaknesses of the standard approach. Firstly, it models
in a unified fashion both the liquidity and the interest rate risks: all the dynamics of deposits’
volume and interest rate depend on common risk factors, so they are both consistently affected by
those. Secondly, the future distribution of the deposit’s volume is used to determine the stable and
volatile components, and the subsequent split of the former into the core/non-core parts, without
the artificial link to the dependency of the deposit rates on market rates. Thirdly, the entire future
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distribution of volumes depends on the initial state of the risk factors: this does not happen in the
standard approach.
For all these reasons, we think the SF approach is superior and more powerful to deal with
several market environment, including the current one.

1.1

Market Interest Rate

The relevant market interest rate for our models is a short-term risk-free rate: we consider the
1M (one-month) Eonia swap rate as a good proxy for this rate. We choose to model the dynamics
of the market interest rate with two alternative well known extended short-rate models, so as to
capture the risks related to the current environment with negative rates. We will then show the
results obtained by using either model.
CIR++ Model
The first model is an extension of the CIR dynamics introduced by Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [8],
denoted as CIR + +, which is due to Brigo and Mercurio [5]. In this setting, the dynamics of the
instantaneous risk-free rate rt is given by the sum of a deterministic time function component ψt
and a stochastic variable xt , which follows a mean reverting square-root process, the original CIR
dynamics:
rt = ψt + xt ,
(1)
√
x
dxt = κ x (θ x − xt )dt + σx xt dWt
(2)

where κ x , θ x and σx are the parameters of the CIR dynamics and W x represents the Wiener process.
The deterministic function ψt can be calibrated to the zero rate curve on the reference date t0 ),
so as to make the model perfectly fitted to the market quoted rates.
Starting from this dynamics we can compute a zero-coupon bond price with maturity time T as
follows:
!T
P(t, T ) = e− t ψs ds A(t, T )e− B(t,T ) xt
(3)
where the functions A(t, T ) and B(t, T ) are defined as:
A(t, T ) =

"

B(t, T ) =

2γ exp[(κ x + γ)( T − t)/2]
2γ + (κ x + γ)(exp[( T − t)γ] − 1)

#ν
2

2 exp[γ( T − t)] − 1)
2γ + (κ x + γ)(exp[γ( T − t)] − 1)
$
γ = κ 2x + 2σx2
ν=

4κ x θ x
σx2

The CIR process x (t) has a lower reflecting barrier at 0, so that negative rates can be produced
only by the deterministic function ψt . This means that future scenarios with negative rates are
strongly limited to the starting conditions prevailing at the reference date when ψt is calibrated to
market rate quotes.
Extended Vasicek Model
The second model we use is an extended Vasiceck model [17] (see Brigo and Mercurio [5] for
a detailed discussion). Also in this setting, the dynamics of the instantaneous risk-free rate rt is
given by the sum of a deterministic time function component ψt and a stochastic variable xt , which
follows a mean reverting OrnsteinUhlenbeck process:

www.iasonltd.com

rt = ψt + xt ,

(4)

dxt = κ x (θ x − xt )dt + σx dWtx

(5)
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where κ x , θ x and σx are the parameters of the OrnsteinUhlenbeck dynamics and W x represents a
Wiener process. In this case, x (t) is not bounded below at 0, but it can take also negative values,
so that future scenarios can have more negative rate’s levels than those achievable by the CIR++
model.
The zero-coupon bond price at time t with maturity at time T has the same functional form as
in equation (3), with modified functions A(t, T ) and B(t, T ):
"%
&
#
σ2
σ2
A(t, T ) = exp θx − x2 [ B(t, T ) − T + t] − x B(t, T )2
4κ x
2κ x
B(t, T ) =

1
[1 − exp[−κ x ( T − t)]]
κx

Regardless of the model, from the zero coupon bond pricing formula (3) (with the proper
A(t, T ) and B(t, T ) functions), we can derive the simply compounded Eonia swap rate R(ti−1 , ti )
30
for a maturity time ∆t, which in our case is equal to 365
= 1 month. In a generic form, the simply
compounded rate between time ti−1 and ti valued at time ti :
%
&
1
1
R ( t i −1 , t i ) ≡ R ( t i ) =
−1
(6)
E[D(ti−1 , ti )]
∆t
!t
where D(s, t) = exp(− s ru du) represents the discount factor up to time t. Conditioned at the
value r (s), in the CIR + + or Extended Vasicek setting E[D(s, t)] = P(s, t); at time t0 , we have:
%
&
1
1
R ( t0 , t1 ) =
−1
(7)
P ( t0 , t1 )
∆t
The 1M Eonia rate is the proxy we use in our analysis for the short-term interest rate.
1.2

Credit Default Swap Index

For the CDS index we choose not to use a credit model to evaluate derivative contracts, but to
directly model the spread with a standard CIR dynamics:
'
dSt = κS (θS − St )dt + σS St dWtS
(8)

where κS , θS and σS are the parameters of the model and WtS is the Wiener process.
The details on how the CDS index is built are provided in Section , where we show how the
framework is calibrated and the input data we used.
1.3

Deposit Interest Rate and Volume

Being a tool of the pricing policy of the banks, the deposits’ interest rate is a driving factor that
affects the evolution of deposits’ volume through time. An increase of the deposit rate will work
as an incentive for existing depositors not to withdraw from their accounts or even to increase the
amount deposited.
On the other hand, the deposits’ rates will be also dependent on the general level of the market
interest rates and on the perceived creditworthiness of the bank: in both cases, higher values of the
risk factors tend to increase the level of the interests paid on deposits.
The deposit volume is assumed to be dependent on the two risk factors and on the deposit rate.
The main principle in identifying how the risk factors affect the deposits’ evolution is linked to
the depositors’ liquidity preferences: the lower the market interest rates, the higher the depositors’
propensity to keep cash and high-liquidity assets, such as sight deposits. So, a negative relation is
expected to be found between the level, or variations (or their functions), of the volume of deposits
and the level, or variations, of interest rates when estimating it with historical data.
The effects of the market interest rates can be counterbalanced by the deposits’ interest rates:
the higher they are, the more depositors are encouraged to keep their wealth in deposits, since
their yield competes with other types of investments.
Finally, the depositors are expected to withdraw from their deposits as the risk of the bank’s
default increases. We proxy this risk with the Credit Default Swap premium quoted in the market.

10
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Since we are dealing with data referring to the entire Italian banking industry, we build a CDS
index as explained below.
The effect of the risk factors (and of the deposit rate on the deposit volume) is determined
by means of an econometric analysis. In more detail, we adopt a Bayesian Average of Classic
Estimates (BACE) methodology, which is widely used also by the ECB in building benchmark
models for stress testing purposes, see [9] and [13] and the references therein.
The BACE approach allows to skip the model selection process, by assuming that we cannot
know which is the correct model specification with certainty: we can simply estimate every model
generated by the combinations of a given set of explanatory variables, and we assign to each
regression equation a weight that reflects their relative predictive performance, which then results
in a final equation that includes all the regressors with a weighted coefficient (see Section 4 of the
Appendix for more details on how the weights are computed and their interpretation).
In summary, we have to follow four steps:
1. Identify K explanatory variables;
2. Define the number of lags q for each explanatory variable that can possibly enter into a
regression equation, determining the total number of regressors K × q;
3. Select all the possible combinations based in the maximum number L of variables that can
enter in a regression equation;3
4. Estimate a classical linear regression for each combination, evaluate its soundness and include
it with a proper weight in the final model.
Each model in step 4 will be evaluated according to its robustness and the conformity of the sign
of the regressors’ coefficient with the expected ones. If the tests on residuals cannot exclude that
they are autocorrelated, then the equation is re-estimated by allowing for an AR(1) on the errors.4
If the model is accepted, then it will be weighted with a rule that is shown in Section 4 of the
Appendix, and included in the final model equation, which will contain all regressors, each one
with a coefficient resulting from the weighted sum of all the coefficients appearing in the single
equations.
Hence, the model space is given by all possible combinations of regressors from the set of K × q
variables, with the dimension of each model set at a predefined number of regressors L ≤ K × q.
When all combinations of variables in the model with L regressors are considered, the total number
of possible models J can be computed as:
J=

L

(K × q)!

∑ l!(K × q − l )!

(9)

l =1

The final model equation for the deposit interest rate is given by:
I ( t i −1 , t i ) = I ( t i ) = α +

K

∑

k =1

(

)
( βk0 X k (ti ) + ... + βkq X k (ti−q )) + ηtI

(10)

where I (ti−1 , ti ) is the deposit interest rate for the period [ti−1 , ti ] and ηtI = ρηtI−1 + ϵtI , so that we
allow the error term to be autoregressive of order 1.
The regressors X k (ti ) are shown in Table 20 in Section 4 of the Appendix, where also the
expected sign are indicated. So, we have four main explanatory variables: the market interest rate,
the QoQ variation of market interest rate, the CDS index, and the variation of the CDS index. For
each of the four variables, we calculate the moving average for one, two and four quarters. This
means we have K = 12 explanatory variables. Each of them can enter in a model equation with lag
0, 1 and 2 quarters, which means we have q = 3 lags. Therefore, we can identify four groups of 9
variables each (see Table 20), for a total number of regressors of 12 × 3 = 36.
3 We

preliminary calculate the correlation between two regressors: if it is above 80% we prevent them to enter simultaneously in the same regression equation.
4 A standard Cochrane-Orcutt procedure is used for the estimation.
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Each model equation is allowed to have L = 4 regressors, chosen from the total of 36 regressors,
which means, from formula (9), that we have 66, 711 possible combinations, or model equations. To
curb this number, we force each model equation to have only one variable taken from each of the
four groups, which cuts downs the number of possible models to 9, 999.
The deposit volume at time ti, D (ti ), is similarly defined as a function of the same explanatory
variables (or their transformations) as for the deposit interest rate, to which we add the deposit rate
itself and the spread between the deposit and the market rates. Table in Section 4 of the Appendix
shows all the regressors for the deposit volume. Additionally, we allow also for seasonality effects,
by adding a constant γi for each of the four quarters. The final model is:
4

∆ ln( D (ti )) = α + ∑ γi 1{ Qui = 1} +
i =1

K

∑

k =1

(

)
( βk0 X k (ti ) + ... + βkq X k (ti−q )) + ηtD

(11)

where ηtD = ρηtD−1 + ϵtD , and Qui is the i-th quarter (with Jan/Feb/Mar being the first quarter).
The regressors X k (ti ), and theirs expected signs, are shown in Table 21 in Section 4 of the
Appendix. There are 8 main explanatory variables: the market and deposit interest rates, the
spread between them, the QoQ variations of market and deposit interest rate, the QoQ variations
of the spread between them, the CDS index, and QoQ variation of the CDS index. For each of these
eight variables, we calculate the moving average for one, two and four quarters.
Then we have K = 24 explanatory variables that can enter a model equation with lag 0, 1 and
2 quarters, which means we have q = 3 lags; so, we have four groups, two of which containing
27 variables and the other two containing 9 variables each (see Table 21), for a total number of
regressors of 24 × 3 = 72.
Also in this case, we set the number of variables included in each model to L = 4, so that we
have, from formula (9), a 1, 091, 058 possible combinations. We reduce this number by forcing each
model to have only one variable from each of the four groups, thus limiting the total number of
combinations to 78, 399.

2.

Calibration of the Framework

We calibrate the framework above to different categories of depositors, clustered by the deposit
amount, trying to capture the different behaviours. For example, some categories of depositors
may be more concerned about the default of the bank than others, while some other depositors
may just look at the interest paid by the bank. We estimate the BACE models shown above for
the deposit rate and volume, and we calibrate the dynamics of the risk factors, i.e.: the market
short-term risk free rate and the CDS index.ant.
We first analyse the data set we use for each of the four building blocks of the framework, then
we provide the details on the calibration of the models.
2.1

The Data Set

The short rate models (CIR++ and Extended Vasicek) are calibrated to the time series of Eonia
swap rates sampled monthly from 29/02/2008 to 31/12/2016. For each month we have a term
structure of Eonia swap rates retrieved from Bloomberg, made of the following maturities: all
months from 1 to 11, all years from 1 to 12, then 15 and 20 years. The market curve of the zero
rates implied in the Eonia swap rates is for the reference rate (i.e.: the last date of the calibration
period, 31/12/2016) is in Figure 3. Table 19 in the Appendix 4 shows the zero rate curve at this
date (and also the curves for the scenarios we will use for a stress test analysis, see below Section
4).
To measure the market perceived credit risk, we build an index as a proxy for a hypothetical
CDS of the Italian banking industry: we compute a quarterly weighted average of the CDS of
the major Italian banks, where the weights are proportional to the sight deposits volumes in each
bank’s balance sheet5 . The banks considered are Banco Popolare, BPM, BNL, Intesa Sanpaolo,
Mediobanca, Monte dei Paschi di Siena, UBI and Unicredit.
5 The

deposits’ volume data are taken from the balance sheets published in 2016.
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FIGURE 3: Market curve of the zero rates implied in the Eonia swap rates, for the reference date 31/12/2016.

In more detail, we collected from Bloomberg daily data, from 1/1/2005 to 31/12/2016, and
we computed a quarterly average for each bank. Then we computed the quarterly average for the
banking industry. The Bloomberg tickers for the banks are:
• BPIIM CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for Banco Popolare
• LAVORO CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for BNL
• PMIIM CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for BPM
• ISPIM SPA CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for Intesa Sanpaolo
• BACRED CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for Mediobanca
• UBIIM CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for UBI
• UCGIM CDS EUR SR 5Y D14 MSG1 Corp for Unicredit
In Figure 4 we show the plot of the CDS quarterly time series for each bank and the CDS index for
the system.
For the deposits’ volume and the deposits’ interest rate, the source of the data is the Statistical
Database of Banca d’Italia.6 The database is quite rich, since it contains quarterly data for deposits
volumes and rates for two categories of depositors (retails and corporates), clustered for the amount
deposited, and segmented for geographical areas, from regional departments down to single main
cities. The fine granularity of data allows for a focussed calibration of the framework so that it can
be used by the Supervisors to create robust benchmarks to assess the riskiness of sight deposits
even of relatively small banks, or banks that work in specific geographical areas. In this work, as
an example of possible calibration and use of the framework, we focus on data at country level (i.e.:
the entire Italian economy).
In more details, we retrieved the following time series from the statistical database of Banca
d’Italia, for the period spanning from January 2005 to December 2016:
• Volumes on sight current account deposits: classified by sector and size of deposit (code
[TDB30960 5540161]) for the products. Since the data set contains amounts multiplied by the
number of days, we obtain the deposits’ volume by dividing the quarterly product by the
actual number of days in each quarter.
• Interest rates on sight current account deposits: classified by sector and size of deposit (code
[TDB30960 5640113]) for the deposits’ interest rate.
All data are quarterly.
We allocate the available data into 8 clusters, made of two types of depositors, each one subdivided in four ranges of deposit amount, as follows:
6 The

data are publicly available at https://www.bancaditalia.it/statistiche/basi-dati/bds/index.html.
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FIGURE 4: CDS quarterly time series, from 1/1/2005 to 31/12/2016, for each bank and the CDS index (average) for the
system (in basis points).

• Non financial corporations and producer households (NFC&PH),
– up to 10.000 Euros;
– from 10.000 Euros to 50.000 Euros;
– from 50.000 Euros to 250.000 Euros;
– more than 250.000 Euros.
• Consumer households, non profit institutions (NPIS) serving households and unclassifiable
units (CH,NSH&UI),
– up to 10.000 Euros;
– from 10.000 Euros to 50.000 Euros;
– from 50.000 Euros to 250.000 Euros;
– more than 250.000 Euros.
The plots of the time series of deposits’ volume and interest rate for each cluster are in Figure
5.

2.2

Results

Risk Factors
The CIR + + and the extended Vasicek models for the short rate are calibrated by a procedure
in two steps:
• The parameters κ x , θ x and σx relative to the stochastic part xt of either CIR + + and the
extended Vasicek model, have been estimated by means of a Kalman filter calibration and the
starting point r (t0 ) is set equal to the last value of the time series for the shortest maturity
rate (O/N), (in case of CIR + + this occurs if the rate is positive, otherwise it is set equal to
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(a) Deposit volumes for NFC&PH (in billions of
Euros).

(b) Deposit volumes for CH,NSH&UI (in billions
of Euros).

(c) Deposit interest rate for NFC&PH.

(d) Deposit interest rate for CH,NSH&UI.

FIGURE 5: Plots of the time series retrieved from the public data base of Banca d’Italia.

FIGURE 6: Calibrated parameters for the market risk factors.

0.01%). In our calibration the estimated parameters and the initial value are shown in Table
6.7
• The function ψt is determined by imposing an exact fit of the CIR + + model to the discount
factors derived from Eonia swap rates’ term structure on the last date of the calibration time
series (end December 2016).
For the CDS index, the CIR dynamics is calibrated to the time series of the index by a procedure
suggested by Brigo et al.Brigo et al. [4]. Details are in Appendix 4.
The results of the calibration are given in Table 6.
2.3

Deposits’ Interest Rates and Volume

Equations (10) and (11) have been estimated and results are shown in Section 4 of the Appendix.
For each cluster, and for respective deposit interest rate and volume models, a first table shows the
list of the variables entering in the final model, their (weighted) coefficients, the inclusion posterior
probability (i.e.: the probability it belongs to the final model, see Section 4 of the Appendix), and
the p-value (i.e.: the probability the coefficient is not statistically different from zero).
It should be stressed that the number of variables entering the final regression model has been
limited to those whose inclusion posterior probability is greater than 0.01%. This explains why the
tables have different numbers of regressors for each cluster and they never contain the complete
list of the possible regressors.
7 More

details on the Kalman filter calibration of the CIR + + model can be found in Castagna and Fede [6].
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Also noteworthy is that we add the coefficient ρ of the AR(1) on residuals: some regressions
do not pass the test on independently distributed residuals, so we need to modify the equation
by adding the AR(1) process. Additionally, for the deposits’ volume models, the tables show four
dummy variables for the quarters: the first is always nil, since its effect is captured by the constant;
the remaining three dummies are always significantly different from zero, and they represent the
correction to the 1st quarter effect produced by the constant.
A second table, shows the R2 of the final regression model, and a number of tests to assess the
normality and autocorrelation of the residuals. A set of graphs completes the information on the
estimation of the model: we present the inclusion posterior probability of each regressor, to assess
at a glance the numerosity of relevant explanatory variables; the partial autocorrelation function,
to assess if the residuals of the final model are actually not autocorrelated; the histogram of the
residuals compared with a normal distribution; and a plot of the actual and fitted values of the
observed variable.
The models are generally quite good in their fitting capability and statistically robust.
2.4

Simulation

Once the dynamics for risk factors and for deposits’ interest rate and volume are estimated, we
can run simulations for the evolution of each factor. The standard approach requires to generate
a number of simulated paths for the factors by means of the estimated dynamics, following these
steps:
• Compute m = 12, 288 paths for the market rate 1M Eonia and for the CDS index, according
to the CIR++ or Extended Vasicek model and the CIR model respectively;
• Compute the value for the two risk factors at each time step (1 month) with time horizon
equals to the cut-off of 10 years, hence T = 120 months;
• Compute the corresponding paths for the deposits’ interest rates and volumes, according to
estimated regressions for each cluster of depositors.
The distribution at each time step, derived through the simulation, are used to calculate the metrics
that are discussed in next section.
In Appendix 4 we plot the historical values and the projections of the deposits’ interest rates
and volumes, up to the cut-off time in 10 years, for each cluster of depositors. The graphs plot the
projection of the expected value, and 90-th percentile and 10-th percentile values of the distribution
of the deposits’ interest rates and volumes.

3. Benchmark Metrics for Profitability and Risk Management
The approach we have sketched above, calibrated to historical systemic data, can be an effective
tool to analyse and benchmark, under a unified framework, the profitability and the risk related
to sight deposits of supervised banks. We will describe how to build metrics that can be used for
those purposes.
Until few years ago, before 2008, sight deposits were a very cheap liability for a bank. In many
cases, the spread over the market short term risk-free interest rate was negative, meaning that the
reinvestment of the volumes deposited by the bank’s customers earned a net profit.
In the current economic environment, and after the crisis of the banking sector in 2008/2009,
the possibility for the banks to extract a positive net profit from the sight deposits dramatically
decreased, at least in some countries. This is due to a variety of reasons, amongst which we
mention: i) the general raise of funding spreads for banks, which affected also the sight deposits
since they are a relevant funding source; ii) the stricter regulatory rules for the monitoring of the
liquidity risk, such as the limits of the LCR and NSFR ratios set by the Basel Committee, making
more difficult the reinvestment in less liquid, but more profitable, assets; iii) the increase, in some
instances, of a bank-run threat by depositors, which forced bank to raise the interest rate paid on
deposits for relatively long periods of time.
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In any case, it is important to assess which are the deposit clusters that allow banks to have
a higher profitability, with a forward looking view rather than a historical one. A profitability
indicator is the Economic Value (EV) associated to a given cluster: it provides the present value
of the NII, up the cut-off date, under the specific assumption that all the volume is allocated in
a short-term rolling investment with a maturity equal to the repricing period of the deposits (1
month in our analysis).
Since we are not considering all the aspects related to the liquidity management, which may
hinder or limit the simple rolling reinvestment, nor the compliance with the regulatory liquidity
ratios, the EV should represent an upper boundary of the expected NII originated by the sight
deposits. Moreover, we do not deal with the volatility of the EV, so we will not explicitly consider
how to optimally allocate the deposits’ volume in fixed income investments with longer maturities,
so as to lock in the received interests, satisfying the risk preferences of the bank about the liquidity
risk and the probability of a liquidity shortage.
Nonetheless, we indirectly address the issue related to the volatility of the NII and of the
deposits’ volume, and their allocation on longer maturity investments, by calculating, for each
cluster, the Duration (Dur), the Weighted Average Life (WAL) and the Term Structure of Liquidity
(TSL).
The Duration of the sight deposits is calculated according to the standard textbook definition:
it provides the (expected) financial maturity for each cluster of deposits, so that it indicates how to
build a counterbalancing portfolio of assets. The Weighted Average Life is computed both for the
expected and stressed evolution of the volumes: it is a measure of the volatility and of the time
within which the volumes will drop to zero. The Term Structure of Liquidity is also computed
both for the expected and stressed evolution of the volumes: it gives a more detailed picture of the
amount available at each future time step and, conversely, which is the amount of deposits that
can flow out from the bank’s balance sheet. Therefore, the Term Structure of Liquidity is useful for
liquidity management and for reinvestment purposes.
For deposits with retail customers, it is interesting to assess the value of the floor option on the
deposit rate at 0% strike implicitly sold to them by the banks. In some countries, civil laws forbid
to set a negative rate for sight deposits, but even when this law provision is not existent, banks
often are reluctant to explicitly set a negative deposit rate. For these reasons, the values of this
option should be taken into account to properly evaluate the expected profitability of the different
clusters of depositors.
3.1

Economic Value

At time t = 0, considering a time horizon equals to T (=10 years in our case), the Economic
Value to the bank of the sight deposits is defined as
*!
+
T
EQ t D(t0 , s) D (s)( R(s) − I (s))ds
0
EV(0, T ) =
(12)
D ( t0 )
where the
! s dynamics for the interest rate Rs are taken under the risk neutral measure Q, D(t0 , s) =
exp(− t ru du) represents the discount factor up to time s and Ds is the value of the deposit at time
0
s. The EV is the expected difference between the market interest rate, at which deposits’ volume
is reinvested, and the interest rate paid on the deposits. This quantity can be positive or negative
depending on a number of factors related to the Bank, markets and behaviour of the depositors.
The EV is expressed as a fraction of the initial total deposit amount, so that the metric can be easily
used as a benchmark tool.
Since we are working in discrete time steps the equation (12) becomes:
*
+
−1
EQ ∑iI=
D(
t
,
t
)
D
(
t
)(
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(
t
)
−
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(
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0 i +1
i
i
i
0
EV(0, T ) =
(13)
D ( t0 )
where ∆t is the time-step chosen in the simulation (we have fixed ∆t = 1/12) and ti is the ith month in the period of time [t0 , t I ] = [0, T ]. The discount factor is accordingly modified as
D(0, ti+1 ) = exp[− ∑ij=0 R(t j )∆t].
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In a discrete setting, where equation (13) is used to assess the value of the deposits, even if
the time interval is short (e.g.: 1 month, as the time step we are working with), the bank has to
measure and manage the liquidity risk caused by the mismatch due to the possible withdrawal by
the depositors and the reinvestment locked until the end of the chosen discretisation period. To
this end, the bank will provide for a liquidity buffer to cope with the requests of the depositors,
given the bank’s risk preferences.
As mentioned above, we will not dwell in the present analysis on how the liquidity management
will affect the EV. For this reason, the results we will show should be considered as theoretical
maximum values.
We will also calculate the EV at stressed levels. We mentioned above that, for ease of comparison
through all the metric, we refer to stressed values of the deposits’ volume, and hence we compute
the measure of interest by assuming a deterministic term structure of deposits built on predefined
levels of percentiles of the distribution obtained from the simulation. Let us indicate with Dα (ti )
the amount of the deposits at time ti , corresponding the the α percentile of the distribution: the
distribution is ordered from lower to higher values, so that at lower percentiles correspond lower
deposits’ volume. The α-percentile EV is computed as:
*
+
−1
EQ ∑iI=
D(
t
,
t
)
D
(
t
)(
R
(
t
)
−
I
(
t
))
∆t
α
0
i
+
1
i
i
i
0
EVα (0, T ) =
(14)
D ( t0 )
We stress that the difference between equations (13) and (14) lies in that in the latter the amount of
deposits at each ti, Dα (ti ), is a constant. By means of (14), we are able to assess how the deposits’
volume at stressed levels affect the economic value.
3.2

Value of the Liability

A slightly different metric linked to the EV is the value of the liability, which is the expected
present value of the sum of all the cash-flows related to both interest rate payments and variations
of the deposited amount. Formally, the value of the liability is defined as:
"
#
−1
EQ ∑iI=
D(
0,
t
)[
∆D
(
t
)
−
I
(
t
)
D
(
t
)
∆t
]
i +1
i +1
i
i
0
LV(0, t) =
(15)
D ( t0 )
where ∆D (ti+1 ) is the variation of the value of the deposit between time ti and ti+1 and the expectation is still calculated under the risk neutral measure Q. Equation shows which is the expected
present value of the deposits seen as a liability to the Bank. Also in this case, we want to have a
metric that can be used as a benchmark and for this reason we divide the present value of future
cash flows by the initial deposits’ amount D (t0 ).
Being a liability, the value in () is negative since it is the sum of the present value of the cash
outflows for the Bank. In some cases interest rates paid on deposits can be negative, thus abating
the liability.
The sight deposits can be seen as a floating rate bond issued by the bank, with maturity set
at the chosen cut-off date T, and stochastic amortisation schedule that, contrarily to the standard
bonds, can also increase, instead of just decreasing, the starting notional amount. Besides, the paid
interest rate is indexed in a complex fashion to the market interest rate and to the CDS index, with
a residual stochastic component.
We define, similarly to the economic value, we can compute LV corresponding to α-percentile
of the deposits’ volume distribution as:
"
#
I −1
Q
E ∑i=0 D(0, ti+1 )[∆Dα (ti+1 ) − I (ti ) Dα (ti )∆t]
LVα (0, T ) =
(16)
D ( t0 )
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3.3

Floor Option on the Deposit Interest Rate

In most cases, banks are, explicitly or implicitly, selling a floor options at zero strike on the
deposit interest rate, at least for retail depositors. This means that it is crucial calculating the value
of this option, so as to more precisely assess the profitability of the deposits. Additionally, even
if the floor option is given for free to depositors (as it often happens), so that calculating its value
may appear superfluous, its premium should be known to the Bank in order to include it in the
pricing of other products and recover its cost.
The value of the floor can be quite easily determined by computing the value in the liability
in () twice, first without any constraint on the levels of the deposit rates, then by imposing their
minimum value at zero, and finally calculating the difference. Formally we have:
Floor(0, T ) = LV(0, T ) − LVF (0, T )
where
LVF (0, T ) =

(17)

"
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t
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]
i +1
i +1
i
i
0
D ( t0 )

LVF (0, T )

Since LV(0, T ) ≤
then Floor(0, T ) ≤ 0, meaning that the option is sold by the Bank and
that at best it can be worthless to the depositor.
The values of the floor corresponding to α-percentile of the deposits’ volume distribution are
defined as:
Floorα (0, T ) = LVα (0, T ) − LVαF (0, T )
(18)

where the notation is the standard one we are using.
3.4

The Duration

The Duration of the liability associated to the sight deposits is the derived from the standard
definition of contract’s cash-flows weighted by the time of their occurrence. Formally we have:
" I −1
#
∑i=0 ti+1 D(0, ti+1 )[∆D (ti+1 ) − I (ti ) D (ti )∆t]
Dur L = EQ
(19)
−1
∑iI=
0 D(0, ti +1 )[ ∆D ( ti +1 ) − I ( ti ) D ( ti ) ∆t ]
where ∆D (ti+1 ) is the variation of the value of the deposit between time ti and ti+1 .
The interpretation of Dur is the usual given in financial analysis: it serves both as a measure
of the expected financial duration of the sight deposits and as an indicator of the sensitivity to the
movement of the term structure of the market interest rates.8 As an ALM tool, the duration can
be used to identify the proper reinvestment in assets (bonds or banking products, such as loans to
clients) so as to have a matched sensitivity to market interest rates movements.
The Duration corresponding to α-percentile of the deposits’ volume distribution is defined as:
" I −1
#
L
Q ∑i =0 ti +1 D(0, ti +1 )[ ∆Dα ( ti +1 ) − I ( ti ) Dα ( ti ) ∆t ]
Durα = E
(20)
−1
∑iI=
0 D(0, ti +1 )[ ∆Dα ( ti +1 ) − I ( ti ) Dα ( ti ) ∆t ]

Notwithstanding the basic floating-rate-bond feature of the sight deposit liability, the Duration
is not very short, as it would be expected. This is due mainly to the stochastic notional amount,
which could even increase in some scenarios. A unified framework that consider the entire distribution of volumes, such as the one we are working in, can provide counter-intuitive, yet consistent
results.
3.5

The Weighted Average Life

The WAL of the deposits is the average time until each unit of currency in the initial deposit
D (t0 ) is withdrawn by the clients. Hence, in this way, we calculate the average life of the money in
the deposit. The expected WAL is defined as:
" I −1
#
Q ∑i =0 ti +1 [ D ( ti +1 ) − D ( ti )]
WAL = − E
.
(21)
D ( t0 )
8 Actually,

the modified duration would be a more precise measure of the sensitivity.
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where the notation is the same as before.
The WAL corresponding to α-percentile of the deposits’ volume distribution is defined as:
"

#
−1
∑iI=
0 ti +1 [ Dα ( ti +1 ) − Dα ( ti )]
WALα = −
.
D ( t0 )
3.6

(22)

Liquidity Risk Management

Given a distribution of the future evolution of the deposits’ volume, we can define the so called
Term Structure of Liquidity (TSLα ) (see [6]): it is a time series of the lowest volume of deposits, with
a given confidence level α, at any given time. To define the TSLα we start with the concept of
historical minimum of deposits: on any given scenario we can evaluate the quantity:
M(t I ) = min D (t)

(23)

t0 ≤ t ≤ t I

where D (t) is as usual the total volume of deposits. This number is the lowest level of deposits’
volume reached up to the time T, in a given scenario.
We can now consider various measures of this quantity over scenarios, in order to obtain
stressed predictions on the future behaviour of deposits. For a percentile α of values taken from
the simulations, we can calculate what is the minimum level reached at a given time. This brings
us to the definition of the TSLα :
[ M(t)]α
TSLα (t) =
(24)
D ( t0 )
where M is the minimum as defined in (23), and the expression [·]α indicates that equation (23) as
been computed by considering all the deposits volumes taken at the α-percentile of the simulations.
The minimum is divided by the initial deposit amount so that we can come up with a metric that
can be used as a benchmark tool.
The TSL at a given percentile α, differs from the α-percentile path deriving from the simulations
in that it can never be increasing, but it can only slope downward or at best stay constant. In that
way, we can be sure that the TSL will never be above the starting amount of deposits that the bank
has on its balance sheet.
For this reason, the TSL is crucial in defining the bank’s investment policy of the deposits’
volumes: TSLα (t) is the amount available, with probability 1 − α, for an investment maturing in t.
In fact, even if the sight deposits have an instantaneous contractual maturity, the behavioural model
we are working with allows to design several investment policies, by allocating a fraction of the
volume in a long-term bond portfolio, with the requirement of meeting the liquidity needs of the
bank at any given moment. The TSL would never indicate an amount to invest at a given maturity
greater than the amount available to the bank at the reference date, i.e.: the date the analysis is
operated.

4.

A Practical Application of the Benchmark Metrics

We calculate the benchmark measures for each of these metrics described in the previous section,
for both categories of debtors and all the deposit amount clusters. We will show the expected value
for each of them, and the values they take at a 1% and 5% percentiles of the distribution of the total
deposit amount derived from the simulation we run. It should be stressed that other choices can be
made, such as picking the percentiles values of the specific distributions of each metrics. We chose
to have a common underlying distribution (i.e.: the total deposit amount) because we wanted to
analyse how all the metrics behave under common scenarios.
We show the results in the following order: First, Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 present, for each cluster
of depositors, presents the economic value, the value of the liability, the zero rate floor value, the
Duration and the Weighted Average Life; second, in Table 12 we show, again for each cluster of
depositors, the term structure of liquidity at one, five and 10 years, which is also the cut-off time
we chose.
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Each table shows, for each metric, the values corresponding, respectively, to the expected value,
the 5th percentile and 1st percentile of the distribution of the deposit amount. Additionally, all the
tables compare the results obtained by modelling the interest rates with a CIR + + dynamics, with
the results obtained by modelling them with an extended Vasicek dynamics.

FIGURE 7: Economic value for clusters of depositors. Expected values, values corresponding to percentiles of the distribution of deposits’ volume and absolute volatility.

FIGURE 8: Value of the liability for clusters of depositors. Expected values, values corresponding to percentiles of the
distribution of deposits’ volume and absolute volatility.
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FIGURE 9: Zero rate floor sold by the bank for clusters of depositors. Expected values, values corresponding to percentiles
of the distribution of deposits’ volume and absolute volatility.

FIGURE 10: Duration for clusters of depositors. Expected values, values corresponding to percentiles of the distribution of
deposits’ volume and absolute volatility.
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FIGURE 11: Weighted average life for clusters of depositors. Expected values, values corresponding to percentiles of the
distribution of deposits’ volume and absolute volatility.

Unsurprisingly, EV has a negative correlation with the size of the deposits, both for the NFC&PH
and the CH,NSH&UI. The value of the floor option is calculated only for the clusters referring to
CH,NSH&UI, since only for them negative deposit rates are not applied by banks. It can be noted
that the value of this optionality increases with the volume of the deposit; moreover, the model risk
is quite large, since the difference between the option valued by using a CIR + + model for rates
is substantially lower than that valued by using the Extended Vasicek.
The Duration and the WAL have a negative correlation with the size of the deposits, both for
the NFC&PH and the CH,NSH&UI, and in some cases it can even be grater to the cut-off period
(10 years in our case) for the smallest sizes. The model risk is not relevant in this case, since the
results are similar either using a CIR + + model for rates or the Extended Vasicek.
The deposit size has a positive correlation with the amount potentially withdrawn in stressed
scenarios. The most sensitive clusters are the NFC&PH more than 250.000 and the CH,NSH&UI
from 50.000 to 250.000 and more than 250.000, while the smallest clusters are almost insensitive.
This can be explained by the fact that deposits whose size is greater than 100.000 Euros are not
guaranteed by the Interbank Fund for the Protection of Deposits (FITD); hence such depositors
could be more concerned than the others in smaller clusters if the stressed scenario led to the
default of the bank.
Also for the TSL, the model risk associated to the choice of the model used for the market
interest rates, is not relevant. The TSL for the clusters of depositors is plotted in Appendix 4, for
the expected, 5-th and 1-st percentile levels.

4.1

Stress Test Analysis

The framework we have presented is flexible enough for allow its application in a stress test
analysis. As a practical application to this type of stress exercise, we consider four of scenarios
that the ECB designed to assess the sensitivity of European banks to change in the interest rate
environment, see [12] (the scenarios were the same as in the BIS document [2]).
We will operate in the following scenarios the same calculations we operated in the base zero
rate curve scenario (i.e.: that of the reference date 31/12/2016) shown above:
• UP: the base zero rate curve is bumped up by 200 bps;
• DOWN: the base zero rate curve is bumped up by 200 bps;
• FLATTENING: the base zero rate curve is tilted up at start of the curve and down at the end
of the curve;
www.iasonltd.com
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FIGURE 12: Term structure of liquidity for clusters of depositors. Expected value at different years and percentiles of the
distribution of deposits’ volume.
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• STEEPENER: the base zero rate curve is tilted down at start of the curve and up at the end of
the curve.
The details on the rule to create the zero rate curves in the FLATTENING and STEEPENING
scenarios are described in the BIS document [2].
We will present the same metrics as above and we will stress how each scenario affects them
by showing the difference between the value taken in a each of the four settings and the average
value taken the base rate setting. The results are shown as a percentage of the deposits’ volume at
the reference date, and calculated both with a CIR + + and an Extended Vasicek model.
Tables 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 present, for each cluster of depositors, the results for the economic
value, the value of the liability, the zero rate floor value, the Duration and the Weighted Average
Life. Table 18 shows, for each cluster of depositors, the results for the term structure of liquidity at
one, five and 10 years, which is also the cut-off time we chose.

FIGURE 13: Economic value for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed scenario and
the average value taken in the base rate scenario.

FIGURE 14: Economic value for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed scenario and
the average value taken in the base rate scenario.
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FIGURE 15: Zero rate floor sold by the bank for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed
scenario and the average value taken in the base rate scenario.

FIGURE 16: Duration for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed scenario and the
average value taken in the base rate scenario.

FIGURE 17: Weighted average life for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed scenario
and the average value taken in the base rate scenario.
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FIGURE 18: Term structure of liquidity for clusters of depositors. Differences between the value taken in the stressed
scenario and the average value taken in the base rate scenario.
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The results clearly show that, in general, the sensitivity of the metrics to different scenarios is
much greater when the Extended Vasicek model is used. UP and DOWN scenarios have a greater
impact than the STEEPENING AND FLATTENING scenarios for all clusters of depositors. It is
also worth noting that TSL is affected by the scenarios, which confirms that the framework can be
consistently adopted to measure both the interest rate and liquidity risk in a consistent fashion.

5.

Conclusion

We have presented a framework to create a toolkit for Supervisors to benchmark the profitability
and the risk of sight deposit of a bank with respect to the banking industry of a given economic
system.
The framework enhances the deposit modelling, commonly adopted within banks, in many
respects: i) it allows for an integrated modelling of the market interest rates, creditworthiness of
the bank and evolution of the deposits’ volume; ii) it is based on stochastic risk factors, thus being
similar to the approaches used to evaluate the most complex derivatives; iii) interest rate risk and
liquidity risk can be measured and monitored in a unified and consistent fashion; iv) it explicitly
allows for negative interest rates, both at inception and in the future; v) it allows for the evaluation
of optionalities such as the zero floor on the deposits rates; vi) it can be used for IRRBB stress
testing purposes.
We presented a set of benchmark metrics to assess the profitability (including optionalities),
the interest rate risk and the liquidity risk. We showed a practical application, by calibrating the
building blocks of the framework to the public data for the Italian banking system, available from
Banca d’Italia. We also show how changing the underlying modelling assumptions for the interest
rate affect the benchmark metrics.
Notwithstanding the greater complexity of the framework, the calibration of its building blocks
is relatively straightforward when operated by the BACE methodology. The integrated and holistic feature of the approach allow Supervisors to effectively challenge the risk management of non
maturing deposits by a bank.
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A.

Zero Rate Curves

In Table 19 we show the zero rate curve extracted from market quotes of Eonia swap prices on
the reference date 31/12/2016; the Table shows also the curves used in the stressed scenarios of
the analysis of Section 4.

FIGURE 19: Zero rate curve extracted from market quote of Eonia swap on the Reference Date, and zero rate curve used in
the four scenarios of the stress test analysis.
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B. Regressors Weights in the BACE Methodology
The model posterior probability, used to weight the coefficient of regressors in the BACE procedure, is calculated for each possible regression equation as:
P( M j |y) =

− Tj /2

P( M j ) T −k j /2 RSS j

∑iI=1 P( Mi ) T −ki /2 RSSi−Ti /2

where RSS j is the sum of square residuals, T are the number of observation, k j is the number of
regressors of the model j (identified as M j , from a total of I possible models), and y is the vector of
available data. P( M j ) is the prior probability that we imposed to have a uniform distribution:9
P( M j ) = k/K.
Using the posterior probability, the conditional expected coefficient values for each regressor
can be calculated as:
E[ β j | y ] =

I

∑ P( Mi |y) β,i,j

i =1

where β,i,j is the coefficient estimates using the OLS procedure in the model i for the regressor j.
The inclusion posterior probability is defined as:
M
1, if β j ∈ Mi
P( β j |y) = ∑ P( Mi |y) H1 , H1 =
0, if β j ∈
/ Mi
i =1
It provides the probability that a regressor enters in the final model regression.

9 This is a simple assumption that can be relaxed by assigning any other distribution form, if it is considered more
appropriate by the estimator.
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C. Regressors for Deposit Rate and Volume

FIGURE 20: Regressors used for the deposit rate model and the expected sign they should have in each model equation.
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FIGURE 21: Regressors used for the deposit volume model and the expected sign they should have in each model equation.
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D.

Details on the Calibration of the CDS Index Dynamics

The CIR model is calibrated to the time series of the CDS index by a procedure suggested by
Brigo et al. [4]. The dynamic of the process can be written as:
'
dSt = κS (θS − St )dt + σS St dWtS
(25)

where κS , θS , σS > 0 and W S is the Wiener process.
To ensure that St is always strictly positive one needs to impose the Feller condition:
σS2 ≤ 2κS θS .

The simulation of the CIR process can be done using a recursive discrete version of the stochastic differential equation (25) with discretised time steps ti:
$
S(ti ) = κS θS ∆t + (1 − κS ∆t)Sti−1 + σS Sti−1 ∆t ϵ(ti )

with error terms ϵ(ti ) following a Gaussian distribution.
For CIR processes we have the following exact conditional distribution:
f (S(ti )|Sti−1 ) = ce−u−v
where
c=

.v/q

2

u

√
Iq (2 uv)

2κS
2
σS (1 − e−κS ∆t )

u = cSti e−κS ∆t
v = cSti−1
q=

2κS θS
−1
σS2

with Iq the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order q and ∆t = ti − ti−1 .
To calibrate this model we apply the maximum likelihood estimation with starting parameters
equal to:
log(b)
κ ( t0 ) = −
∆t
θ ( t0 ) = E( St )
σ ( t0 ) =

2bVaR(St )
θ ( t0 )

where b is the coefficient obtained from a standard OLS estimation on our data.
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E. Regression Equations of the Deposits’ Rate and Volume
Models
E.1

Deposit Interest Rates

Non financial corporations and producer households, more than 250.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, from 50.000 to 250.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, from 10.000 to 50.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, up to 10.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, more than 250.000
Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, from 50.000 to 250.000
Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, from 10.000 to 50.000
Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, up to 10.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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E.2

Deposit Volume

Non financial corporations and producer households, more than 250.000 Euros
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Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, from 50.000 to 250.000 Euros
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Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, from 10.000 to 50.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Non financial corporations and producer households, up to 10.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, more than 250.000
Euros
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Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, from 50.000 to 250.000
Euros
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Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical test

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, from 10.000 to 50.000
Euros
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Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units, up to 10.000 Euros

Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only
final regressors with a posterior probability greter than 0.0001% are shown).
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Statistical tests

(a) Posterior probabilities of all regressors.

(b) Autocorrelation function of residuals

(c) Histogram of residuals

(d) Plot of actual and fitted values.
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F. Historical Evolution and Projection of Deposit Rates, Volumes
and Term Structure of Liquidity

(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 38: Non financial corporations and producer households. Time series of the deposits’ interest rates: expected,
90-th percentile and 10-th percentile levels.
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(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 39: Non financial corporations and producer households. Time series of the deposits’ volume: expected, 90-th
percentile and 10-th percentile levels.
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(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 40: Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units. Time series of the Term Structure of
Liquidity: expected, 5-th percentile and 1-st percentile levels.
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(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 41: Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units. Time series of the deposits’ interest
rates: expected, 90-th percentile and 10-th percentile levels.
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(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 42: Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units. Time series of the deposits’ volume:
expected, 90-th percentile and 10-th percentile levels.
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(a) More than 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(b) More than 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(c) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. CIR++

(d) From 50.000 to 250.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(e) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. CIR++

(f) From 10.000 to 50.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

(g) Up to 10.000 Euros. CIR++

(h) Up to 10.000 Euros. Ext. Vasicek.

FIGURE 43: Consumer households, NPIS serving households and unclassifiable units. Time series of the Term Structure of
Liquidity: expected, 5-th percentile and 1-st percentile levels.
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